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Abstract  

!
The following research project explores Birmingham’s local record stores. Store owners and 

customers were interviewed, generating verbal responses that could be compared to the 

media publicised global vinyl sale statistics; in this context, are the local and global 

interlinked, acting independently or displaying elements of both? Results are related to and 

informed by theories surrounding community, glocality (the relationship between local and 

global processes and the impacts they have on each other), fan behaviours and the values 

and meanings constructed around cultural objects like vinyl. 

!
Through auto-ethnographical appraisal, aforementioned interviews and survey data I was 

able to determine that the record stores in Birmingham (or used to be) all possess unique 

and varied business models; some use mainstream channels, acquiring new stock from the 

major record companies; others trade in donated collections and sourced second hand 

materials; or they show features of both. From this we can deduce that sales statistics 

publicised as “global” do not directly relate to all local record stores, some of this trade 

exists within an “independently acting community sphere” - an endless sequence of 

consuming and recycling sustained by a strong and intimate local community bond.  

!
!
!
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Introduction   

!
This paper aims to highlight how the distribution and consumption of vinyl in Birmingham’s local 

record stores and consequent communities, relates to global media statements of a statistically 

backed “vinyl revival” (Fildes, 2016). By personally engaging with record store proprietors and 

their customers we aim to generate a concise database of varying perspectives that will stand to 

answer some key questions raised by the idea of a ubiquitous vinyl resurgence - can such a claim be 

made on a local scale? (Young, 2014) Are large scale businesses and globally established 

corporations pushing the vinyl agenda, causing the statistics we see so often in the papers and web 

forums? (Brewster, 2015)  Do online formats now reign supreme, forcing an inevitable downfall of 

the archaic format?   

!
Naturally the world remains divided on the formats comeback, many have lashed out claiming it’s 

“sucking the life and fun out of music collecting” (Garland, 2016); it’s “middle-aged men leaving 

hipsters out in the cold” (Mash, 2015); some are sceptical of its permanence, branding its comeback 

as a “music industry con trick…” (Hann, 2014); while others herald its the nostalgic return of its 

“authentic sound” (Alameldin, 2015); but what views do Birmingham’s locality express and how do 

these truths, opinions and behaviours relate to statistics like those shown in the Nielsen report 

(2015) which boasted a staggering 9.2 million total vinyl unit sales, or the 69% increase in vinyl 

sales the UK experienced as illustrated in the official charts (2015), building on what was already 

an impressive feat of 1.3 million sales the year previous.    

!
To direct the initial investigation in a feasible manner the research has been framed within three 

core theoretical frameworks:  

!
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• Digital Commerce - observations of our current digital landscape and how analogue formats like 

vinyl exist in such virtual spaces 

• Fandoms - record collectors, fan communities and cultural capital.  

• Glocality - the relation between local processes and global outcomes.    

!
All secondary research and analysis has been gathered from the work and theories of peers and 

other academics prevalent in, or relevant too, the aforementioned frameworks, as well as the field of 

music and the music industry as a whole. This investigation will also draw on a variety of existing 

news articles, blog posts and official published statistics to draw relevant comparisons between 

conflicting views and primary data to both legitimise and dispel widely accepted assumptions. 

!
Although the vinyl format has been often described as redundant (Wootton, 2005, p. 313) in this 

new era of digital dominance, we must still acknowledge its significance within, and impact on 

music, the music industry and contemporary culture. To give some perspective on its importance, 

the modern “music industry” is an infrastructure that has existed exclusively within the 20th and 

21st centuries, with primitive forms of vinyl existing alongside it as early as the opening decade of 

the 1900’s (Smith, 2012).   

 

In the present, all we have to do to understand the music industries global prominence and 

conspicuous existence in our everyday lives is turn on a television, switch on a radio or buy a 

newspaper: instantly we’re bombarded with “the latest single”, “buy our new album” and a 

smorgasbord of pop/rockstar controversies. Even in less stringent areas that go beyond the mere 

consumption of music, we see its pervasiveness - technology, fashion, politics and many other 

facets that dictate the outcome of our personally constructed environments, all can be distorted and 

moulded by the music industry (Street, 2011). While music and the music industries academic 
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importance is clear and well documented, there are still specific areas which have been left 

neglected and under-researched. Much like Tim Wall’s (2003) views on the lack academic analysis 

surrounding dance, vinyl and its apparent resurgence is also a topic that deserves further study in a 

modern, area specific context.  

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Literature Review  

!
Digital Commerce Through The Eyes Of The Analogue 

!
When analysing contemporary music in the context of consumerism and distribution, we must 

acknowledge that the ubiquitous nature of digitised music and its 21st century dominance within the 

celestial jukebox (Bukart and McCourt, 2006)  forces scholars to ask: “How do analogue formats 

like vinyl fit into a digital music industry?”. This section aims to highlight how theories surrounding 

areas predominately focused in digital consumption, distribution and archiving, can also be applied 

to the ways in which we interact with and preserve vinyl. We’ll also assess how these two different 

mediums possess their own unique factors which can act as both beneficial and detrimental to their 

existence.  

!
When considering how digital commerce moves through virtual spaces, Henry Jenkins, Sam Ford 

and Joshua Green suggest that we are bound into a networked culture where the popularity of digital 

content is dictated by its degree of “spreadability”; this term refers to the technical resources 

available that allow easier  circulation of specific kinds of content over others, the reasons for which 

can be attributed to supporting or restricting economic structures, media texts which appeal to 

certain motivations within a community and social networks that link users through the exchange of 

meaningful bytes of data (Jenkins et.al, p.4, 2013).  

!
We can observe this spreading, on a basic level, simply by browsing the web. There are a myriad of 

fan pages, forums and websites dedicated to the creation, exchange  and consumption of both 

knowledge and product (Black, Lankshear, and Knobel, 2008). Wind the clocks back to 1999 and 

we see how digital content was all of a sudden able to spread at a viral-like rate, the dawn of “the 
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digital revolution” (Lamont, 2016) and the “P2P file sharing” phenomena that came with it 

(Strowel, 2009) was causing untold woes for the music industry and truly set it apart from that of its 

slow moving analogue counterpart. Even CDs were able to still play their part for a short while 

acting as file upload conduits, but as file sharing became increasingly popular and the regulation of 

sites like “Pirate Bay” and “Kickass Torrents” became practically impossible, they too fell into 

obscurity (McLeod, 2015).  

!
McLeod does highlight a distinct difference in the demise of vinyl and CD however, noting that 

“the major labels instituted an industry-wide return policy that forced retailers to stop carrying 

LPs”, this suggests the analogue format fell pray to the intentional methods of the music industry to 

force new consumption habits, while CDs effectively became the orchestrators of their own demise. 

Expanding on the idea of file sharing or “copying”, analogue formats are not entirely devoid of such 

practices, the famous slogan (and the brunt of McLeod’s joke) "Home Taping Is Killing Music" 

from the anti-copyright infringement campaign by British Phonographic Industry in the 1980’s 

(Adams, 2014) describes a time when music was recorded from the radio and onto blank cassettes. 

Even vinyl has its forms of piracy, with vinyl to blank vinyl copying methods and techniques still 

existing to this day on various web forums . While it is interesting to note that these analogue 1

practices exist they are far from cost effective and pale in comparison to the efficiency of digital 

techniques across thick web networks of music file sharing (Bakare, 2015).     

!
The advent of the internet has also formed virtual pathways between producer and consumer, artist 

and fan, major record label and independent outlet. Social interactions which were once impossible 
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now unavailable, and only available via archive.org. For ease of reading the following link shows 
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for the majority are now accessible to anybody fortunate enough to own a computer and a landline 

(Sansweet, 2013). Offline interactions have their merits too,  Jonah Berger (2013) argues that 

physical interactions within social circles via ‘word-of-mouth’ are also essential when marketing 

and distributing commerce, regardless of whether it exists on or offline. He suggests that one-to-one 

exchanges from neighbour to neighbour could potentially affect greater impact than online 

conversation, surmising that “online conversations could reach a much larger audience, but given 

that offline conversations are more in-depth, it’s unclear that social media is the better way to 

go” (Berger, 2013 p.12).  

!
Traditional methods of networking and communication are still relevant and will continue to be, but 

is this co-existence of old and new paralleled when we consider digital and analogue format’s 

“spreadability”? To answer this we must turn to Raymond William’s (1977) cultural theory of the 

“dominant, residual and emergent”. Williams describes how cultural change occurs when emergent 

and dominant forces compete. The residual is then created in wake of the latter’s collapse: “Indeed, 

pronouncements of the death of the format proved premature, as vinyl began a limited ‘comeback’ 

in the mid-1990, a comeback which continued into the 2000’s” (Shuker, 2010); while vinyl is 

certainly not at a stage of restored dominance, it has experienced a second emergence in a  cycle of 

“triumph, downfall and renaissance” (Woodward and Bartmanski, 2014). 

!
In a digital landscape residual content is given greater purpose and relevance through methods of 

reappraisal and recirculation, this is most frequently seen in fan groups where the creation of 

‘fanzines’ and ‘fan fiction’ can seemingly prolong the lifespan of the irrelevant (Sandvoss et al., 

2007). We can apply this “residual” theory to the vinyl format: the once emergent format that 

enjoyed a long and successful run of popularity until digital formats emerged to take its place. There 

is however a distinct clue into what could be attributing to its new found popularity, a clue that can 
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be derived from a merging Jenkins’ et al. (2013) ideas of spreadability and the residual. He states 

that “residual can linger in popular memory, become object of nostalgic longing, spark 

conversations. In short, residual content may become a prime candidate for spreadability” (Jenkins 

et al., 2013, p.97) - this sentimental attachment and nostalgic longing for vinyl is a common self-

justification among those who seek to acquire it, favouring that “vintage feel” (Chivers Yochim and 

Biddinger, 2008).     

!
 Jenkins et al. (2013) also discusses “stickiness”; this refers, in a broad sense, to a distributers need 

to create or supply content that attracts audience attention and further engagement. Andrew 

Dewdney and Peter Ride (2013) expand further on the importance of stickiness deducing that:  

 

Content is king but stickiness is absolutely the important thing. Stickiness is the most 

important thing since once you’ve got the asset you need to create a stickiness to keep the 

clients there and to keep them coming back. Hence the reason why we build communities. 

And our communities aren't about high numbers, our communities are about quality.  

!
This statement highlights key processes that this research shows in active independent record stores 

and their community followings - the consumers loyalty is earned by a record stores ability to 

provide  a constant stream of quality products.    

!
Jeffrey C. Sun and Benjamin Baez (2009) suggest we are in, what they call an “age of information” 

in which knowledge itself has become a valuable commodity, this can accumulate in cultural capital 

by being a product of both increased quality (or new knowledge), and increased quantity (or 

increased diffusion of existing knowledge) or both (Schiff and Wang, 2010). 

!
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How we consume and distribute commodities, more specifically music, in our physical and virtual 

worlds seem to be inextricably linked to community. The benefits of such on and offline 

interactions between communities can be seen in the pioneering successes of major business and 

small independent innovators alike (Hendricks, 2015), but while they pertain towards a similar goal 

of enticing the consumer with a certain stickiness, the two still deploy vastly different methods of 

spreading when observed independently:   

!
MP3 spreading can occur through the reappraisal and reimagining of old content through 

file sharing, remixes, deluxe editions and fan revival, able to spread and duplicate through 

the mainstream very quickly but at a low or nonexistent monetary value. Vinyl record 

spreading can occur through the yearning for nostalgia, rarity and collectibility, it maintains 

exclusivity and cannot be duplicated easily or to the same value as, for example, an original 

first pressing  

(Niemeyer, 2014).   

!
The melding of on and offline is a phenomenon known as “convergence”, prophesied back in 1983 

in Ithiel de Sola Pool’s seminal work “Technologies of Freedom”, a bold syntheses of history, law 

and technology which laid out the concept of convergence as an unavoidable force of change that 

has moulded our global mediascape (Schneider and Graef, 2011).  

!
According to Jenkins (2006) a convergent culture relies on the fact that old media never dies, it 

merely slips into the residual, becoming part of an ever-extending ‘long tail’ (Anderson, 2006). It’s 

the “delivery technologies” we use as the tools to access our media that truly vanishes into obscurity 

or obsoleteness - think the 8-track cassette and the beta tape, or in modern terms: the CD, vinyl and 

MP3 file. These formats are the delivery technologies, recorded sound is the medium.  
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!
To further understand how physical and virtual commerce exists, we must also consider the 

methods of which such content is preserved. Only since mass digitisation have we seen dramatic 

change in the way that the “archive” exists  (Manoff, 2003); information which would’ve once 

required vast physical space can now be saved on a single device or backed up across multiple 

interconnected networks ensuring it’s indestructibility (Jackson, 2013). Physical items like VHS 

tapes, books and of course vinyl can be lost, damaged and destroyed as documented in the missing 

Doctor Who tapes (Francisco, 2015). In light of these data losses archivists now regularly 

immortalise tangible artefacts by creating digital copies (Harvey, 2005).   

!
Despite the advantages of digital archiving, the romantic image of the physical still enchants us, 

Carolyn Steedman (2002) attributes this to our immutable, obdurate set of beliefs we have about the 

material world, both past and present. Nothing brings us closer to the past than holding something 

tangible from a particular moment in time (Menyhert, 2012) but this also presents a problem. 

Jacques Derrida (1998) explains how there is no political power without control or ownership of the 

archive, effective democratisation can always be measured by this essential criterion: the 

participation in and access to the archive, its constitution, and its interpretation. This builds upon 

Michel Foucault’s (1972) “documents of exclusion” that presented a narrow view of history, 

governed by the politics of the time. Recent texts like Annelies Verdoolaege’s (2008) Reconciliation 

Discourse also show how these methods are used to exercise power over societies.  

!
However there is power and freedom in the internet. Viewed as a “lawless” wasteland , a space 2

devoid of censorship or governmental control (Bartlett, 2014) it’s perfectly logical to see this entity 
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in a daunting light but the properties of our digital landscape bodes well for our future historians; 

information can no longer be controlled by a specific governing body, anyone can become an 

archivist adding to the digital vaults, giving a greater perspective and representation of thoughts, 

feelings and agendas of our current time (Ridolfo and Hart-Davidson, 2015), a multifaceted archive 

of varied historical perspective that future generations can continue to use (McKemmish et al., 

2004).    

!
Jez Collins and Oliver Carter’s (2015) analysis of fan practices demonstrates how fan communities 

are an intentional political response to the limitations presented by formal archives that are 

maintained by media institutions and traditional gatekeepers of cultural heritage, who ignore or 

exclude certain data for cultural and economic reasons. Fan constructed archives therefore help to 

preserve products of popular culture and make them readily available to others, becoming valuable 

sources for scholars and media practitioners. These fan communities also store physical artefacts 

obtained through online networks in what have been dubbed “hybrid archives” (Christensen and 

Kuutti, 2012); fanzines, artwork, sculptures and vinyl can all be listed as examples (Remy, 2016).  

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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What’s it worth? Our relationship to vinyl  

!
We’ve briefly touched upon themes of community and its significance to archaic formats but as the 

above underlines, it’s the fans within such communities that play an invaluable role in the 

preservation and re-emergence of vinyl records.  Fans are often perceived as “a bunch of weirdos 

and lunatics” (Joseph-Witham, 1996). This particular example however is over two decades old, 

pre-dating the age of “web 2.0”. The term was first coined by Darcy DiNucci in 1999, before  

resurfacing with thorough definition: Web 2.0 is the next generation of web services that utilise new 

collaborative and dynamic information sharing tools, technologies and practices (O’Reilly, 2009).  

!
Web 2.0 has created a platform where the public now have easy access to reading, creating and 

sending information to each other across the world instantaneously (Uden et al., 2014); this 

technical revelation has also had a profound effect on how fans are viewed by audiences and 

academics alike;  highly articulate, participatory and interpreting media texts in unexpected ways, 

they are not socially atomised, no longer viewed as eccentric irritants but rather as loyal consumers 

(Hills, 2003).With increased access to the internet and fan networks, reactions to the term and 

practice itself have become desensitised; “cyberspace is fandom writ large” (Jenkins, 2006) this 

describes how fandom has become more visible, more mainstream and therefore, more normal 

(Duffett, 2013).   

!
While Shuker (2013) documents the reluctance of some record collectors being referred to as fans, 

there are still clear parallels when considering the associated connotations of both obsessive, 

isolated behaviour and active, participatory behaviour.  Nick Hornby’s High Fidelity (2004) for 

example, associates record collecting with paradigms of obsessions and addiction, arrested 

adolescence and social awkwardness.  Contrary to this description Woodward and Bartmanski 
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(2014) highlight how people (and record collectors) often go to record stores for the sole purpose of 

physically and intimately interacting with vinyl and fellow consumers. These artefacts are then 

bought and sold while knowledge is also passed around to positive effect in what Jenkins (2006) 

would describe as “knowledge communities”, central to the process of grassroots convergence.  

!
There are further similarities present when we consider the hierarchal structures within fan 

communities; a lack of ownership, understanding or participation  may suggest one is “less 

worthy” (Busse, 2013). This analysis is echoed in record collecting hierarchies:  

!
There’s a definite hierarchy in the record collecting community and a collector’s spot on the 

totem pole is largely determined by the size of their collection, rarity, quality, and also how long 

they’ve been in the game. It’s no surprise that someone who collects rare Northern soul or funk 

45s is given more respect than, say, a collector of Madonna’s entire vinyl catalogue. Northern 

soul and funk are respected genres in record collecting circles, Madonna not so much. It’s also 

understandable that those who spend years digging up rare or obscure records are given more 

kudos than those who collect what’s more easily available. 

(Paz Eilon, 2013) 

!
Despite Madonna having sold over 305,600,000 albums her position in the mainstream makes her 

music inferior to the seasoned collector (Swatman, 2016). “Crate digging” seems to play an integral 

part in the art of record collecting despite its existence within online community marketplaces  and 3
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forums , it still needs a physical space to facilitate the needs of the advanced collectors or 4

“diggers” (Bailey, 2014). Record stores are like vinyls themselves, they have their own individuality 

and character and can be said to exist in three main independent spheres:  

!
1. Archival, multi-genre second hand stores revolving around the pop rock canon. 

2. DJ orientated stores foregrounding brand new and/or reprinted records in EDM (electronic 

dance music). 

3. Lifestyle and boutique shops with strictly curated genres such as hip/hop and indie rock, both in 

alternative and mainstream guises.  

!
Points 1 and 2 seem to create and reproduce the sacred and authentic meaning of vinyl while point 3 

attempts to capitalise on these totemic qualities or incorporate non-musical items to support their 

existence as independent record shops (Woodward and Bartmanski, 2015). But it is not simply 

record stores that exist as community spaces for record collectors and consumers to engage with 

vinyl: 

 

Vinyl to me is the most important thing about music because it created the scene. The scene 

is not just about being in a nightclub, it’s also this whole record shopping thing, you 

connect with other people, discuss music with other people, you support the whole art of 

the thing… that’s what makes it so special, you can never replace that with files at home, 

sitting at your computer listening to tracks.  

(Kunz, 2015) 

!
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Vinyl’s importance and reliance on music scenes is also speculated; the format would’ve been 

“effectively dead by the mid-1990’s” if it wasn’t for new underground dance cultures in house, 

techno and drum’n’bass. While mainstream producers and consumers ditched the format in favour 

of the CD “an urban avant-garde of club music embraced it as its medium of choice” with DJs like 

Frankie Knuckles and Nina Kravitz making the format seem as sensual and cool as ever (Woodward 

and Bartmanski, 2015, P.21).  

!
Tangibility and apparent superior sound quality may be factors of survival, a firm favourite among 

musicians and music enthusiasts: "It looks better. It sounds better. You can hold it in your hand. It's 

a keepsake that you can treasure for years" (Wasner, 2011). CDs also fall into the realm of tangible 

but are considered to have less “sexiness” (Voigt, 2015). Even the major record companies who 

once viewed the revival phenomenon as a mere “fad” (Knopper, 2015), have concocted campaigns  

to monopolise the return (Christman, 2008).  

!
Despite the drawbacks - “it’s is expensive. It's heavy. Records can scratch or break.” (Ganz, 2011) - 

some still feel compelled to interact with it, even going as far to collect it in staggering quantities; 

record collector Clarence Browne  held an immense collection, three-quarter of a million records, 

ranging from the rare to the downright bizarre:“I collect anything with “Clarence” on it. I don’t like 

rock’n’roll, though I think the names are fabulous, but there’s a negro rock and roller named 

Clarence and I have all his records” (2005). We see how these ideas of eccentricity and obsession 

are prevalent when describing acts of fandom and collecting (Casey et al., 2004; Till, 2010);  

!
!
!
!
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Eisenberg (2005) suggests that collecting cultural objects like vinyl can satisfy the following needs:  

1. The need to make beauty and pleasure permanent  

2. The need to comprehend beauty  

3. The need to distinguish oneself as a consumer  

4. The need to belong  

5. The need to impress others, or oneself  

!
These “needs” highlight the deeper meanings we attach to such items that surpass the mere act of 

listening to the music - all that can be achieved with an intangible digital file and why we never talk 

about “MP3 collections”:  

!
I’m sure you can have that feeling of owning something special with a digital file 

nowadays, but I think it’s more disposable, it’s more like a throwaway if you have a digital 

collection. You can’t really call it a collection because it’s just zeroes and ones that you 

have. I don’t call it a collection really.  

(Baumecker, 2015).  

!
The music itself is not a rare thing, where - aside from the monetary definition of the word - is 

“value” drawn from? Phillip Sollmann (2015) explains, on his collection of Donald Fagen’s The 

Nightfly LP:  

!
Each pressing is has discernibly different properties: a different hue of blue, where it was 

pressed, the distribution company - we can see the lure of uniqueness that vinyl possesses; 

they are not the same even though they are the same “thing”. Religious discourses also 
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appear to play a role in its popularity; an acetate disc is described as a “relic”, the 

destruction of which would be seen as “iconoclastic” or “sacrilegious”. 

    

Building on Bordieu’s theory of “cultural capital” (1977)  Sarah Thornton (1995) argues how record 

collectors themselves bring meaning and value to the format as their comprehensive collections 

serve as a display of their superior cache of cultural capital. Collecting records and its methodical 

properties can also serve as a means of relaxation in times of stress (Shuker, 2007). Studies have 

also shown that there is perhaps a link between these obsessive behaviours and mental illness; Alan 

Salerian, director of the Washington Psychiatric Centre, suggests that the need to collect stems from 

a serotonin deficiency, one proven to be more prominent in those engaged within artistic practices 

such as art, music and theatre (Milano, 2003) and may explain why those engaged within music 

scenes - journalists, DJs, producers - are also active participants and collectors (Brewster, 2012). 

Collector Jerry, with low-grade mental illness, was  effectively “saved by disco” a case that lies in 

contrast to those whose normal lives become more eccentric or abnormal as they begin collecting 

(Milano, 2003).  It is difficult, however, to pin point any one specific reason for such behaviours in 

collecting and fandom (Woodward and Bartmanski, 2015) as highlighted in the research section of 

this investigation.  

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Understanding “Glocality” 

!
To better understand the relationship between local economies and global outcomes we must 

understand what is meant by “glocal”: coined in the 1980’s, the term describes a concept that is both 

global and local with its derivative “glocalisation” referring to the adaptation of global influences in 

accordance with local conditions (Kirkpatrick and Sussex, 2014). In the context of music, scenes 

and local communities, Friedman (1999) defines this process as the ability of a culture, when it 

encounters other strong cultures, to absorb influences that naturally fit into and can enrich that 

culture. Supporting this interpretation Tagüeña (2008) suggests that glocalisation embraces both 

universal and local values and places them into familiar context. These two factors however do not 

always appear to act in a mutually inclusive manner. Take Thomas Bell’s (1998) analysis of the 

supposed grunge scene present in Seattle. As framed by the global media and record industry, 

Seattle was the epicentre for a new wave of underground grunge, but this was far from the truth; 

due to overhyping, geographical isolation and weather patterns many of the locals failed to develop 

a viable scene and the media hyped “Seattle sound” became a tiresome parody of itself, eventually 

ceasing to exist at all. Effectively the local scene was destroyed by global powers before it ever 

existed. 

!
However we can also see how local sounds can benefit the local agenda. Colin McLeay (2006) 

explains how a new global interest in Australian music inspired bureaucrats and politicians to invest 

in ideas which would enhance the promotion of the local artist sound; two main political parties 

drew on cultural codes to justify policies designed exclusively to exploit the economic potential of 

the local music - the local artist became favoured over the global star. Furthermore, the spreading of 

local music has grown exponentially as access to the internet has increased, new streams of music 

sharing have arisen meaning it can now exist and interact in three distinct forms: local, trans-local 
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and virtual (Bennett and Peterson, 2004). By eroding the sense of spatial distance that separated and 

isolated people from the consideration of the rest of humanity, globalisation has now paradoxically 

exposed people to an extensive range of local cultures (McLeay, 2006). This breaking down of 

isolated sectors has been viewed both positively, as a means of sharing cultures and creating new 

hybrid genres through the amalgamation of two or more local scenes (Hracs, Seman, and Virani, 

2016) liberating individuals from the tyranny of place (Cowen, 2002); and negatively, destroying 

our small independent venues as new laws and regulations are put in place to appease global 

interests (Pollock, 2016) while bands and DJs can bypass their use altogether, generating hype 

online and achieving notoriety before ever playing a gig (Britton, 2014).  

!
These patterns in accordance to Gill Branston and Roy Stafford (2010) highlight two distinct 

futures:  

!
• The “Global village” future (a collectively decentralised structure) - the planet will become a 

huge, broadbanding, internet village =, with shared fantasies and fandoms, conflicts and 

solidarities, diasporic and dispersed communities of interest.  

• The “US domination future” (a singular, centralised structure) - the US owns many major global 

brands alongside powerful imagery, placement and copyright power. Big brands shut off local 

independents forcing them to integrate or be stranded in trans-local limbo.  

!
Despite these theories and assumptions made in music and media academia geographers would 

argue that rather than there being a hierarchy present, where global processes overshadow local 

actions, there is in fact no inherent primacy of processes operating at a global, national and local 

scale: “There is no necessary relationship between scale and order, importance or 

causation” (Howitt, 1993).  Expanding on this view Dicken (1994) suggests that these geographical 
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scales have a flexible model which defines that global and local are not fixed, simultaneously acting 

in different non-related systems, but in fact “represent the extreme points of a dialectical continuum 

of complex mutual interactions”.The processes acting between local and global structures are far 

from clear and extensive in complexity but through careful and methodical ethnographic research 

we can identify the specific glocal interactions occurring in Birmingham’s local record stores.  

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Methodology: Using Ethnographic Observation, Interviews and Survey Methods 

!
The starting point for all research is having a clear sense of the phenomena that is to be researched 

(Schensul, Schensul, and LeCompte, 1999) - in this instance the widely publicised vinyl revival is 

the catalyst and point of origin that has inspired this academic study and consequent methodology.  

To appropriately test ideas, update any existing studies surrounding vinyl in the Birmingham area 

and generate accurate and honest responses, this detailed investigation drew on an extensive amount 

of primary data collated through personal observations, group and individual interviews and an 

active twenty question survey entitled “Music Distribution & Consumption”; the results generated 

at the time have been converted into useful data, drawn upon in the primary research and 

concluding sections of this investigative report. While the respondents were aplenty the age range 

was narrower than initially anticipated, this was most likely due to the demographic of my available 

networks.    

!
The reason for the heavy emphasis on gathering primary data lies in the suggested subject matter of 

the investigation: it is Birmingham focused. There is currently no comprehensive (or existing at all) 

study on Birmingham’s record stores and their relation to global vinyl sales figures. The only 

secondary statistical data featured within this investigation (unless referenced otherwise) is that of 

the most recently recorded global sales figures, this is to not only act as a point of comparison for 

the primary findings located in the following research section but to also to represent and challenge 

existing previously documented trends and discussions.  

!
There are plenty of articles out there that seem to assess and analyse vinyl in local areas, “The New 

Community: How Records are Shaping Local Culture in South East London” (The Vinyl Factory, 

2014) documents how “vinyl only nights” and Peckham being a point of convergence for the 
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universities of Camberwell School of Arts and Goldsmiths have attributed to a rise in record stores 

and in turn, vinyls’ increased popularity in the area, this seems to suggest that these cultures are 

predisposed to engage in such activities. The Birmingham Mail have also publicised the 

phenomenon, usually opting for the more nostalgic spin with articles like “Nostalgia: 30 

Birmingham record shops where you spent your Saturdays and your hard-earned cash” (Bentley, 

2015) which gives an extensive run down of past and present record stores. While these sources are 

hardly pillars of academic merit they do give insight into the activities of the general populous and 

highlight important trends that are worthy of further analysis.   

!
Research to give the investigation gravitas revealed a fundamental weakness surrounding existing 

studies of vinyl; it concerns the overabundance of record collecting study noted in Vinyl (Woodward 

and Bartmanski, 2015). Examples of such narrow studies are observed in Brett Milano’s Vinyl 

Junkies (2003) in which he actively highlights: “I’ve been a passionate and fanatical record 

collector my whole life, a ‘vinyl junkie’ with a collection of nearly 10,000 vinyl records. My 

records are my friends”. Wax, Trash and Vinyl Treasures (Shuker, 2010) and Dust and Grooves 

(Paz, 2015) are other fitting examples.  

!
While these insights can offer valuable knowledge surrounding vinyl, fan practices and 

communities it also suggests a level of bias. Bartmanski and Woodward (2015) reveal a further 

issue which relates to my own study:  

!
 Only a fraction of our recorded observations and experiences could be woven into the 

textual fabric of this book”. This investigation is framed around an original hypothesis: that 

global figures are not generated via local independent stores and ergo do no accurately 
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represent the popularity and rate at which vinyl is consumed in any given local economic 

system - in this particular case study Birmingham was the chosen area.  

!
Other than the academic merits of carrying out research in an understudied area like Birmingham 

there are additional factors: Geographical ease of access as a resident, several record shops in the 

immediate area (some with deep historical background) and prior knowledge of the city’s culture.    

From an investigative perspective interviews were the best available option in gathering useful data. 

Organic answers stemmed from a list of casual conversation starting questions, covering areas like 

stock acquisition, general sales figures/estimates, historical information and economic structure of 

business - while also understanding the relation said store had with it’s staff, customers and local 

area.   

!
It was vital to ensure that answers gathered were in no way guided towards a specific response, 

questions were structured to help the conversation flow but no cues or suggestions were made to the 

respondent and personal opinion on any given subject matter were made clear. If the respondent was 

struggling to form an adequate answer then suggestions were made. Many ethical considerations 

must be taken into account when interviewing members of public regardless of their role or relation 

to the project - anonymity was offered to all participants (Oliver, 2003). Further ethical practice 

involved getting verbal consent from all interview subjects and highlighting context of any 

particular encounter in order to produce knowledge that acknowledged and understood situated 

perspectives was also ensured (King, Horrocks, and King, 2009). Personal contact details were 

acquired for ease of reference and all participants received a copy of the project for proof reading 

and assessment of accuracy and ethicality.   

!
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Due to the familiar environments in which the interviews were conducted it increased the likelihood 

of a “minimal risk” outcome (Mosley, 2013), the interview was taken to the participants in a space 

that was on their terms. Although meetings took place during trading hours they were always 

organised beforehand with a reasonable degree of notice so that business with customers was not 

disrupted. Interviews taking placing during trading hours was an intentional outcome however, 

important to capture the true communicative  essence of the stores and witness the natural social 

interactions. My mere presence may have impacted on this somewhat but efforts were taken to 

blend into the social surroundings as best as possible - conducting natural conversations not clinical 

interviews to build a flowing narrative throughout the stores involved. A strong personal bond is 

essential when endeavouring to generate honest, useable content as Karen O’Reilly stipulates in her 

book on Ethnographic Methods (2011): “Show due respect. Be fascinated with the person. Be open-

minded and show you want to learn about the group from their perspective. They are telling and 

showing you about their lives.”  

!
While there is far from an abundance of record stores in Birmingham, the selection process was still 

rigorous, each of the stores approached had its own unique selling point which generated a diverse 

range of results. The Diskery, located on the outskirts of Birmingham’s Chinese district, was 

primarily selected due to its title as “the oldest record store in England” (Bentley, 2014). It also 

featured in Graham Jones’ book Last Shop Standing: Whatever Happened to Record Shops? (2009) 

which further highlights the stores cultural significance, academic value and most importantly, 

historic merit - primary evidence can give valuable insight into what people thought was happening 

at the time, it gives us a sense of the feelings, perceptions and ideas of the those who lived in the 

past and how they interpreted and perceived events (Pope, 2009).  

!
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Swordfish was selected on reputation, an “irrepressible” record store (Lillington, 2013), unique 

positioning in Birmingham’s city centre and joint venture as a record label Swordfish Records 

established in the early 80’s .  Musicians like Duran Duran and Led Zepplin have also engaged with 5

the store suggesting involvement with Birmingham’s music scene (Byng, 2007) and consequently, 

interesting interview responses.  

!
To further increase the diversity of responses a “hyperlocal” (Hargreaves and Hartley, 2016) 

location was used - Moseley and Kings Heath were the primary areas first identified as having 

flourishing independent communities operating within, and not too far from, Birmingham’s city 

centre; this is evidenced in the former being crowned the UK’s “Best Place To Live”, the latter 

being home to historic venue The Hare & Hounds (Valk, 2015) and both featuring in The 

Guardians’ most “desirable locations” (Griffin, 2015). Ultimately it was Kings Heath’s Polar Bear 

record shop that became the place of interview choice, recommended by a local Guardian reader 

who described the owner as an “indefatigable Dylan freak” (2015). 

!
Attempts were made to interview the proprietors of Milke & Muhle record shop but for reasons 

unspecified they were unable to participate in a spoken interview or illicit a written email response. 

!
Left for Dead resided in The Custard Factory before relocating to Shrewsbury (Cannon, 2015). As a 

new store, but also one that closed its doors shortly after opening, the question content could be 

framed in a drastically different way to the other interview encounters, shedding light on why the 

business ceased trading and whether it had any relation to the questions raised within this 

investigation.                
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Another consideration when engaging interviewees was age. An impacting consequence on the 

types of answers you can expect to receive during qualitative research; relevance, knowledge and 

experience are variable factors that can be dictated by an interviewees age (Marshall and Rossman, 

2010). For this reason (when applicable) a range of ages were included to give greater perspective 

on the topics of discussion.   

!
Although the use of interviews to gather primary data for this investigation has been wholly 

justified there are still two common limitations present in the interviewing process: 

!
1. The subjective nature of the process. The personal account provided during an interview is, by 

definition,  a subjective and singular perspective. Although on one hand it is precisely such a 

perspective that is sought out during the process, the information provided must be balanced by 

other accounts and information.   

2. Exaggeration or withholding of information on the part of the interviewee because of 

misunderstanding the purpose of the interview. There may be times where participants 

unintentionally leave out critical information because they are not specifically questioned about 

a topic.  

(Rhodes, Ochoa, and Ortiz, 2005) 

!
!
Consent was gained from all interview participants to satisfy the basic ethical considerations, and 

while we cannot certify absolute truth we can still be aware of said limitations.   

!
!
!
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Research: Interpreting Survey Data & Record Store Interviews  

!
Interpreting Survey Data “Music Distribution & Consumption”   6

!
The foundation for my research was developed and built upon via an online survey entitled Music 

Distribution & Consumption. This survey ran for 4 months, generating at total of 85 responses (fig.

1), the following chapter aims to interpret and compare the data to assumptions made concerning 

consumer habits in the context of interaction with vinyl and other music formats. One caution to be 

minded concerning the data is that the majority of respondents were students, so links between 

consumption habits, age, class and profession cannot be accurately certified.  

!
In alignment with assumptions of music streaming services growing popularity (Anderson, 2014), is 

the majority of respondents agreed that they “always” use streaming sites (fig.2), of this majority 

most appeared to favour YouTube, praising the “wide selection of music” and its “freeness”, while 

paid subscriptions like Spotify’s premium packages were less popular: “why would I pay for 

something I can get for free?”. Spotify do also offer a “freemium” service which may have factored 

into these “free service” answers (fig.3).  

!
Use of streaming services has direct effect on the rate at which these particular respondents 

download music (fig.4); a surprising amount appear to never download with the overall results 

having a relatively minor amount of fluctuation, this suggests that the actions in this particular 

group are mixed. This may be a future insight into a looming problem that the music industry may 

have to endure: if music fans continue to download illegally or opt for the use of legal free 
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streaming services, alternative methods of monetisation will have to be considered and an 

acknowledgement of our changing digital music consumption methods must be  noted (Herstand, 

2014).   

!
Figure 5 echoes these changing trends further, which gives us a visual representation of CD, digital 

and music streaming consumption habits; over a year long period CD and digital track sales and 

streams dropped marginally, while streaming sites saw quite a significant increase of 54%.  

However when we further analyse where their music is being downloaded (fig.6), we see a 

somewhat conflicting result as the respondents use of both pay-to-download sites and P2P sharing 

or free download sites is equal on average, this satisfies existing theories that practitioners of P2P 

music downloading are also major music consumers (Liang, 2007). Beatport and Juno Download 

show the least use, most likely due to their emphasis on operating as “music stores for DJs” , built 7

to be used in a more professional context.  

!
Interpreting the results further we see an incredibly low result for the purchase of CD’s with just 

one respondent in the “always” bracket (fig.7). The data - alongside numerous news tabloids, 

articles, blog posts and even Kanye West, proclaiming the “death of CD!” (Lockett, 2016) - seems 

to be damning evidence in support of the format’s dramatic decline in popularity. Yet despite what 

the data shows, and although it is certainly declining in the current climate, it is far from “dead”; as  

one blogger claims “In the first half of 2015, CDs made up 66% of total physical shipments — 

making vinyl the 30% minority.” . Evidence analysed in a later interview also stands to challenge 8

CD’s “death”.  
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!
As a physical format, CDs much like vinyl, can be bought in both virtual and physical spaces; this 

particular group appear to favour mainstream methods of purchase (fig.8) suggesting that CDs do 

not largely exist in independent spheres. Building on this data we can also see how vinyl appears 

rather unpopular amongst the respondents (fig.9) despite notions of its popularity amongst the 

younger generation of hipsters and students (Goodwin, 2014).  

!
Perhaps the results would have showed a higher rate of vinyl purchasing if the respondents had been 

predominately male and middle-aged as in alignment with Shuker’s (2010) observations of record 

collecting behaviours and trends. Despite the low figures we can still see a pattern in the habits of 

where the vinyl is being bought (fig.10); those buying more frequently are more likely to engage 

with independent sources - independent record stores especially - rather than major businesses like 

supermarkets and high street music stores like HMV; .This seems evident that there is a degree of 

counter-culture and nostalgic practice still in effect among  the more dedicated vinyl consumers and 

independent record stores, one that has continued since the initial revolt against CD technologies 

(Osborne, 2012).  These assumptions are supported further in later results, formed through 

interviews that took place within independent spaces like Birmingham’s “Diskery”.    

!
The “audio quality” debate (Richardson, 2013) is also an interesting area to analyse as it gives 

insight into how certain formats are perceived and how these perceptions are potentially influenced 

by collective media coverage.  While scientifically a digital signal can accommodate a higher 

dynamic range and undergo vigorous mastering processes (Dunning, 2016), vinyl is rather more 

subjective, often being praised for its rawness, character or “fuller” sound (Acland, 2007).  

!
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The results show that the majority do agree that digital files exhibit the highest audio quality, with 

vinyl placing second and, in agreement with the negative connotations surrounding it, CD being the 

least frequent choice in the debate of quality (fig.11). This suggests that these respondents may have 

been influenced in their decisions due to the constructions we see in the media (Baran and Davis, 

2008), in this context there are three key assumptions: digital dominance, the decline of CD and 

vinyl resurgence.    

!
The final section of the survey prompts the respondents to answer a question which is deeply rooted 

within the assumptions this investigation set out to challenge. As expected the vast majority did 

agree that vinyl had become more popular in the last 5 years (fig.12); the most frequent 

explanations being suggestive of a passing fad: “It's become popular and with fashions changing 

people believe playing vinyl is cool”, nostalgia: “Vinyl seems to be coming back as a way of 

reliving the magic of the past.” and a revolt against digital technologies: “People don't want to see 

such a solid format die off so people have started to invest into buying physical records again”.  

!
These ideas seem to parallel observations of societal behaviours made by the key theorists in this 

investigation, like Thornton’s work on club cultures (1995), Woodward and Bartmanski’s (2015) 

constructions of longing for items of sentiment and nostalgia and ideas of an unshakeable human 

connection with physical items as described in Eisenberg’s The Recording Angel (2005). So while 

we can agree on why these behaviours around vinyl consumption occur, the following interviews 

aim to highlight another issue: global statistics that detail apparent purchasing habits cannot be said 

to be a true representation of “global” actions as there are processes that remain unaccounted for on 

a local scale.     

!
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“The Diskery” - Conversations with Avindr Baines & Liam Scully   9

!
A small walk away from Birmingham’s city centre, on the fringes of the Chinese district, lies the 

oldest record store in town: The Diskery. The store has stood in its current location since 1972 but 

initially opened more district central in 1952. From the outside a bargain bin lies trustworthily 

unattended, vulnerable to the elements and prying hands, filled to the brim with old 7” records that 

cost no more than 50p. The shop window display is adorned with a variety of music curios and 

memorabilia some of which seem withered and utterly ancient.  

!
Inside the atmosphere is warm and inviting but far from quiet. The store is crammed head to toe in a 

wide selection of vinyl genres while the tight walkways are littered with customers both young and 

old, the majority of which seem to be nursing a cup of tea and a jam doughnut. Within moments a 

middle-aged man - who introduces himself as Paul - politely welcomes me into the store, offering 

me my very own tea and doughnut, before escorting me into a small yet cosy back room 

overflowing with dusty records and other music relics (a wind up gramophone is first to catch my 

attention). 

!
I’m told that the manager is busy and that a lad around my age will indulge me for the time being. 

That lad is 21 year old Avindr Baines or “Vin”, a voluntary worker and jack of all trades who says 

he “came in and never left”. We discuss youth culture and what draws him to vinyl:  

!
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There’s been a big change in how people consume CD, that’s a big thing before we get to 

vinyl. I see it as a very cold and unnecessary format and the kids that come in now say: “oh 

my dad used to have an old Led Zepplin album on an LP, have you got that?”. I guess it’s a 

nostalgic thing for them, trying to experience something that they weren’t really brought up 

in. Yeah, the return of vinyl, I think, seems very prevalent in youth culture at the moment. I 

do it all the time, I get stuff that I wasn’t part of but I can still relate to it. It’s not just that 

though… I mean it’s very hands on, you take a record, you’re placing it on the deck… 22 

minutes a side. Oh! And the artwork! 

!
Vin’s enthusiasm for vinyl is clear, driven by more than the mere music itself; the intimate act of 

placing needle to record, the longing for nostalgic stimulation and pleasure from its aesthetic 

features (Milano, 2003). 

!
After further discussion over our favourite vinyl and a few comical anecdotes, the conversation 

steers towards the business and the threats that may present themselves:  

!
If another record store opened it may spell trouble for us, I guess we’re quite lucky; we’re 

one of three record stores in the city centre so the introduction of a fourth one could 

potentially threaten the business. Musically speaking though I don’t think CDs or a re-

emergence of cassettes will threaten us and we’ve passed through the MP3 threat; nearly all 

the young people who come into the shop and buy vinyl… although they respect that 

they’re just like me, they download MP3s and mixtapes. I think it’s just about having that 

duality. It’s good having laptops and a website too, the old owner was never really into it 

but the business has recently built an online presence which has been beneficial  

!
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It seems that - particularly among the youngsters of the file sharing age - despite the numerous 

channels available where free music can be acquired many still buy music in various physical 

formats as well as digitally (Katz, 2010). This is further supported by the earlier observations of 

college student downloading behaviours (Liang 2007). We also see how our earlier interpretation of 

Jenkin’s (2006) convergent culture manifests; old technology is promoted through new technology, 

a change riding on the ideas of a new generation of young thinkers.  

!
As we draw near the end of our conversation Vin explains why “The Diskery” has become such a 

focal point in his life (after taking me through how the old wind up gramophone works): 

!
Not to sound biased but it’s just a really friendly, laid-back shop. Other stores can feel a bit 

distant. everyone knows, no matter who you talk to in the shop, we’ll go out of our way to 

help… give you a cup of tea and a doughnut! Not many other shops do - we don’t care if 

you don’t spend anything, we just want you to chill out, have a rummage and if it brings 

back memories or puts a smile on your face that’s good for us. People drop stuff into us all 

the time - it’s pretty cool actually - a lady just dropped off a few chairs not too long ago! 

Put it this way: if a nuclear apocalypse ever came along. I’d be here.  

!
The attitudes shown suggest The Diskery is treated more like a community centre than a business, 

not driven by money or success but instead thriving on the nourishing of the communities cry for 

nostalgia and belonging, both of whom would be lost without the other (Sickels, 2008).   

!
The man I find in front of me as Vin disappears on an unknown task, is veteran staff member Liam 

Scully, who has worked at the store for over 45 years. He describes himself as a “glorified tea boy 

with a loose managerial position”, coupled with a dry sense of humour  and quiet wisdom he 
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succeeds in being pleasantly engaging - the staff don’t seem too bothered by the concept of 

hierarchal roles, a refreshing detachment from your average workplace. Keen to understand how the 

shop is run I ask where the stock comes from and how they source staff: 

!
The only managing I do is managing to get through the day and I think we have more staff 

now than customers! But everybody's little input’s great, everyone has their area of 

expertise: Dan and his reggae, and we have Vin since the video exchange closed down… 

We sell all genres but the bread and butter - second hand wise - is our pop and rock. We’ve 

held onto many iconic albums from the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s which people are still collecting 

now. To be honest we don’t really do a lot of re-issued vinyl, in fact we still have a lot of 

stock which has existed on our shelves, like new, since the day it came out, and a lot of 

“new” stock we buy in now comes from people’s old collections and donations. 

!
The other stores visited all exhibited a common factor: staff were non-existent and business relied 

on the single (or dual with Swordfish) knowledge and experience of the owner. The Diskery is 

drastically different, relying on the good will and knowledge of others to compile a team of experts, 

its very own internal “knowledge community”  (Eisenberg, 2005, p.57). Effectively free from any 

major music industry control, the circulation and exchange of the stores commodities is perpetrated 

by its own invisible and intangible “knowledge culture” (Lévy, 1997). We also see a detachment 

from old stereotyping of “middle-aged men” collecting vinyl (Shuker, 2010) , instead we are 

introduced to evidence of a new youth fascination and consequent subculture.       

!
Vin returns with news of a busted fuse which momentarily turns the conversation silly banter - as 

we all joke about the chaotic scenes I already feel like one of the family, the sense of community 
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really is quite astounding. Hearing of the failures of other businesses I was keen to understand how 

well “The Diskery” has done historically:  

!
The old shop was so claustrophobic, we had to let people in and out a dozen at a time, times 

were manic back then and eventually we moved here. Since the resurgence we’re seeing a 

lot of new customers coming into the store, younger customer, teenagers, kids coming in 

with their parents being bought a new deck for christmas. I like that we have little pockets 

of scenes going on; you’ve got out front, in here and we’ve just developed the rooms 

upstairs so people can listen to music in there! The period when CD came in - even though 

we’ve always pushed vinyl and always stocked CD - we relied on a nucleus of people who 

were sort of my age now, loyal to the shop and still collecting vinyl…we’ve managed to 

push through though and during the bad times a lot more people were giving records away. 

We got a lot of good collections for low prices or free.   

!
Here we see clear evidence of vinyl’s initial popularity, struggle and reliance on dedicated locals 

and the more recent resurgence, a satisfying description of Woodward and Bartmanski’s “triumph, 

downfall and renaissance” (2015). We also see how their continued faith in the format, coupled with 

past buyers disinterest, has ensured their current success, it could be argued that without the initial 

downfall there would have been no boom. The term “scene” is used here to describe pockets of 

activity in the shop which challenges other interpretations in which it’s used to describe a wider 

external collection of activity (Bennett and Peterson, 2004) - the record stores I visited all 

functioned in solidarity content within their own existence. 

!
The conversation steers to more personal matters I gain valuable insight into Liam's passion for 

vinyl; he describes his affliction as a “love affair” since he was a child, viewing records as “works 
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of art” and revelling in the “thrill of the hunt” that comes with record collecting, a possible pre-

disposed and unavoidable obsession having grown up in the time of vinyl popularity (Campbell and 

Scott-Kassner, 2009). He appears sceptical of the music industry and the media, warning that we 

“can’t always believe what we’re told”, a punk-like rejection of the mainstream (O’Connor, 2008)  

that’s personified by his love of second hand records.  

!
As my time at “The Diskery” draws to a close I’m left with a rather memorable anecdote about a 

record the store once owned:  

!
We once owned a record album by former president Ronald Reagan. The album was called 

“The Wit and Wisdom of Ronald Reagan”, side A was “wit” while side B was “wisdom”. 

However when it came to playing the record, no matter where the needle was placed - 

nothing came out… pretty funny eh? 

!
“Music itself is not a rare thing” but in this case the political agenda behind it supplies a treasurable 

and rare attribute (Woodward and Bartmanski, 2015). 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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“Swordfish” - Conversation with Gareth Owen  

!
 Although located in the heart of the city - just a short walk from Birmingham’s Bullring - the 

store’s placement remains rather elusive, hidden down a rather unremarkable side street and 

shadowed by a multi-storey car park. The door and tiny store front window are plastered in posters, 

flyers and other intriguing works of graphic design marvel while above it proudly reads “Est. 

1979”.  

!
Inside an island of records stands as a central point in the room with more records stacked up 

against the walls, any remaining wall space is covered by yet more posters and artworks. Two 

parallel walkways lead up to a front desk behind which a select number of cellophane wrapped 

records sit atop a bookshelf that spans the entire length of the back wall. 60’s style folk rock plays 

in the background.   

!
I’m greeted by Gareth Owen, the co-owner and voluntary interviewee, his business partner and 

friend Mike Caddick quietly sits barely visible in the far corner, appearing rather busy engaged in 

some unknown task. Mike grabs some chairs and we begin our interview on the shop floor 

immediately: 

!
The vinyl we sell here is quite broad: rock, indie, jazz, psychedelia, but we tend to stray 

away from any kind of mainstream pop. We don’t see a market in here for anything like 

One Direction. Saying that we did stock the new Adele album as we knew it would sell a 

lot of copies - simple as that! We do see a lot more young customers now who seem to be 

really into their music and our regular customers - we’ve been in the city centre for a long 

time - have of always been coming in and out.  
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!
These notions of inferiority in certain music is another position commonplace in that of record 

collecting (Eilon, 2013), it seems taste and quality can override what would be smart business 

decisions economically speaking, but without the respect of its customers there raises the possibility 

that a business, that relies heavily on its “good selection”, would not succeed (Weissman and 

Weissman, 2009). 

!
 Gareth briefly mentions that the store houses a combination of old and new stock but I’m curious to 

understand this mixed process in greater depth: 

!
For the used stuff we advertise locally but we only take stuff that’ll be worthwhile, we can 

have several weeks where hardly any used stock comes in, or we have weeks where lots 

come in - it’s quite hit and miss really. The new stuff is just there, we re-order, get new 

releases in from various suppliers, we deal with all the major record labels and 

distributers. We get a lot of imports from America, a lot of stuff comes out there that we 

don’t see in the UK.  

!
He expresses a convenience in buying new; when business is concerned time clearly can not be 

afforded to the “thrill of the chase” (Shuker, 2010), money is clearly a driving factor here unlike the 

somewhat relaxed approach at The Diskey - the “open” used records compared to the “closed” or 

sealed new records underscores a comparison between an independent and a corporate approach to 

selling music (Woodward and Bartmanski, 2014). This new stock is sourced from the major record 

companies but “it’s always been this way” suggesting, in this case, there has been no significant 

change in terms of the music industries intervention. 

!
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Aside from the posters and flyers there seems to be little in the way of souvenir objects, everything 

within the store has a certain purpose about it, a selling point. The store acts like a well oiled 

machine, a fact that becomes all the clearer as we discuss what ensures its continued success: 

!
 Sure you’ve got sites like Amazon that can offer lower-than-retail prices but it hasn’t 

really effected our business. We don’t have an online shop as such but we do have a 

website which explains what we’re about. We use social media sites like Facebook and 

Twitter as a week-to-week information outlet of the new releases and re-issues we’ve got 

in and a small presence on eBay where we sell stock from our own record label. We used 

to put stock on Discogs but now we prefer to keep it all in the shop, I mean between us we 

can offer a lot of knowledge as we’ve being doing it so long. Every record store needs its 

own character and we’ve achieved that; it comes down to the stock, we always make sure 

there’s something interesting for people to get a hold of.  

!
As a record label we can see how, aside from just contributing to a scene, they are now actively part 

of it, building relationships with artists and in turn, relationships between the fans and artists (as 

detailed below) mirroring those that occur in online spaces (Sansweet, 2013). Choosing to remain 

offline for the most part and using years of knowledge to carefully select “sticky” stock (Jenkins et 

al., 2013) they ensure the continued engagement of their consumers.    

!
We begin to discuss what vinyl “means”. He explains that, for him, it’s all about the music on it not 

the vinyl itself: “you’ve gotta sit down, have a glass of wine and really enjoy it”, the act of holding 

it in ones hand (Wasner, 2011) is just one possible draw, deeper meanings seem to be taken from the 

music itself. This adoration for music “experiences” shines through further as he recants tales of 

live performances and celebrity drop ins: 
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!
Yeah, we’ve had John Peel; Dave Grohl’s drummer needed to use the loo after a hot curry 

one morning; the Kooks nearly tore the store apart; Mark Ronson and Duran Duran 

caused chaos on the streets and there was the time Razorlight did a set while Jonny Borale 

ignored them the whole time. 

!
The store has used live performances as well as the records to cement themselves as a valuable asset 

to the Birmingham music scene (Kunz, 2015); vinyl resurfaces old nostalgic memories, while these 

aforementioned experiences form new ones.   

!
Reflecting on the conversation, Swordfish certainly has succeeded in establishing itself as a place 

invested in Birmingham’s culture aided by the owners combination of musical expertise, 

marketplace awareness and business acumen; acknowledging that “compared to CDs and 

downloads vinyl is still pretty niche” he is still certain, based on personal experiences that “the 

global vinyl figures you see are true”.   

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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“The Polar Bear” - Conversations with Stephen Bull & Rob Bagshaw   

!
Kings Heath is a small suburb of south Birmingham, located approximately 5 miles from the city 

centre.Within it lies The Polar Bear record store which shares the same street as well known local 

venue The Hare and Hounds (Longley, 2014). Although it stands off the main high-street perched at 

the end of a housing estate, the energy in the area still seems vibrant; quirky coffee houses and 

charity shops populate the route to the stores small clear glass front.   

!
Stepping through the front door my ears fill with the relaxing sounds of smooth, uptempo jazz. The 

tiny space is cosy and well decorated; works of art and music memorabilia litter the walls while 

behind the front desk there hangs, what appears to be, a deer skull.  Leading up to this there are two 

small walkways navigating between a central bay and two standing wall fixtures either side. But 

there’s one feature that stands out more than anything - the overwhelming supply of CDs. The 

owner Stephen Bull talks to a customer while I browse politely, eventually locating small pockets of 

vinyl stock.  

!
Before we formally begin our chat Stephen makes one thing clear: “I have no interest in vinyl”. He 

expresses a certain distaste towards the “industry hype around vinyl” and has clear reservations, that 

mimic my own research, surrounding the validity of related facts and figures. His unique view, 

honesty and forward approach make for a refreshing start:  

!
This shop was set up in ’91 as a CD shop, back when that was the prevalent format. Even 

now I’d say it’s 60/40 in favour of CDs. It’s all just music really but the guys that come to 

me, they want CDs. It was only 7 years ago that we started stocking vinyl. The customers 
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we get through the door are mainly men probably between 30 and 70 years old. I mean we 

do get some young people in, brainwashed into wanting vinyl…  

!
Like Swordfish the stock is mixed, although it’s mainly the vinyl that is purchased through the 

major labels, the CDs in the majority, are second hand. Opened as a CD shop the place never 

repurposed itself and never needed to, solidifying a unique identity (Kruse, 2010) and a dedicated 

following not dissimilar to cult behaviours; a community of exclusive taste which opposes 

sentiments of mainstream media (Gwenllian-Jones and Pearson, 2004). Here it is not the physical 

act or format that is important (MIlano, 2003, p.18), just playing the music, hearing the sound 

(Monoman , 2003).   

!
One of Stephen’s regular customers and close friend Rob Bagshaw also joins in the discussion. An 

older gentleman with an infectious enthusiasm for debate, he jokes about “these people who meet 

up in churches and clap when the vinyl finishes playing”; its clear that vinyl does not seem to be 

held in high regard despite its “warmness” , a result which challenges previous literature review 

observations (Steedman, 2002). As our discussion moves onto the appeal of the shop, Stephen 

describes its role as a “drop in centre” which Rob elaborates: 

!
Of course there’s the well sourced second hand stock but Steve is an honest man. I’ve 

worked in mental health and music is important for those with mental health problems, a 

lot of the guys we get in here I know are struggling or have struggled in the past with such 

issues and Steve is a sympathetic guy who gives advice - there’s almost a support set up 

here.  

!
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 For those who come into the store music may be the prevailing interest that drives them there but 

some benefits lie in the deeper emotional stimulation that can be gained (Shuker, 2007). The shop 

acts as a space where visitors can engage with like minded individuals, discuss their problems, 

support those in need who have nowhere else to turn and form lifelong long friendships. It seems 

stickiness (Jenkins et al., 2013) - while an important factor involved in inspiring consumption 

(Dewdney and Ride, 2013) - can manifest in not just content but also in relationships.  

!
Sitting in the middle-age bracket Stephen would’ve certainly grown up with vinyl, I question this 

fascinating commitment to CD:  

!
I guess vinyl sales have been better but I still sell a lot more CDs, but then places like 

Swordfish stock a lot more vinyl so of course they sell more. The thing is, the older you 

get, the more difficult vinyl becomes; you have to take it out, put it on, flip it over… and I 

think CDs will become like vinyl, when they stop producing them, people will want them.  

!
The topic prompts Rob into discussing his own views on vinyl:  

!
I used to own over 5000 LPs but as I got older and they got older the cardboard began to 

make the room smell mould, sucking up years of moisture. It’s very hard to stop this 

happening… with CDs you don’t have this problem and they occupy less space. Although 

even if I download something - which takes up no space - I still put it onto CD. There’s a 

jazz label called Alligator Records run by a man called Bruce Iglauer who once asked 

“How many people do you know who are into classical music whose preference is vinyl 

over CD?   

!
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The question highlights how classical fans were the first to move format, seeking the clarity and 

perfection of the digital CD - “vinyl can never truly give you silence” he assure me. The “rawness” 

often cited as a positive feature (Acland, 2007) is actively shunned in this instance, emphasising the 

ongoing subjective battle of format quality (Richardson, 2013). It shows how our attachment to 

things can be challenged when inconvenience and discomfort begins to outweigh passion; the shop 

itself has moulded to these needs opting to stick to community traditions over prophecies of vinyl’s 

return, creating what could be described as a CD subculture with values and behaviours that "make 

sense" to its members but may seem alien to outsiders (Willis, 1978).     

!
Stephen admits that the business has struggled in the past but he has always had his loyal customers 

with “nicknames for every bloke, there are so many with the same names” and enough anecdotal 

material to “write a book on the store”. His dedication is utterly inspiring; since his business partner 

left he now runs everything solo, working 6 days a week, content in his well founded anomaly on 

the outskirts of Birmingham and invested in the bohemian spirit of the area - “Happy to make a 

living, not make a fortune”.   

             

!
!
!
!
!
!
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“Left For Dead” - Summary of  Email Correspondence with Andy Haddon   10

 

Left For Dead, opened in 2013 originally located within Digbeth’s Custard Factory before ceasing 

trade back in June 2015, opening up a new venture under the same name in Shrewsbury (Cannon, 

2015).  He explains that the move was due to the notoriously low footfall in the Custard Factory 

complex; in just 20 months over 20 retail businesses went bust or relocated, this may suggest that 

there were not adequate creative dynamics in motion before the development of the Custard 

Factory’s retail sector (van Winden, de Carvalho, and van Haaren, 2012).  

!
Unlike the other stores visited, Andy only deals in brand new stock purchased through the major 

record labels and their subsidiaries. All genres are stocked but only by artists he likes and admires 

so as to give the store a unique identity - confessing he’d “rather go broke than compromise”. These 

are characteristics we commonly see among record collectors, conscious of taste and selective over 

what music he deems to be worthy (Shuker, 2013), an extension of his own taste - a “mute mirror of 

narcissism” (Baudrillard, 1994). We also see how knowledge is a powerful commodity that has 

allowed him to push the success of his business forward; cultural capital is accumulated aided by 

the quality of the product provided (Schiff and Wang, 2010).      

!
Assumptions of music industry intervention in the vinyl revival are also revealed to be true, they 

offer support to independent retailers who purchase new stock from the major labels, offering “indie 

only” releases; limited edition variants only independents can order. These methods of inspiring 

purchase through perks and incentives are similar to those documented around the time of CD’s 

inception (McLeod, 2015), this suggests such actions of forcing consumer habits are in fact 
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commonplace but occur as a response to cultural change, not the cause of it (Woodward and 

Bartmanski, 2015).    

!
In alignment with my own assumptions he agrees that society generally do believe what the media 

publishes; although vinyl has always been there, people’s attitudes have been changed and moulded 

by the pronouncement of vinyl’s return which he highlights with the following statement:  

!
10 years ago when I told people I sold records they would say “oh dear, be downloading 

has affected you!”, when I tell them now they say “ooo yes, vinyl’s making a comeback 

isn’t it!”  

!
Like McLeod’s (2015) music industry, the mass media force attention to certain issues (Lang and 

Lang, 1966), highlighting points of view and marginalising or ignoring others, defining 

occurrences, and explaining how they are to be understood (Hornig, 1993). 

!
!
Finally, challenging the survey data and falling in line with observations and opinions expressed by 

Stephen Bull (interviewed by author, 2016), Andy notes how CD appears to be keeping pace with 

vinyl. In contrast to Left For Dead the CDs stocked in this case are all new; he attributes this trend 

to the significantly older age demographic present in Shrewsbury, heavier footfall and more casual 

buyers. He also adds how a lot of the younger generation are priced out by new vinyl stock, forcing 

them to turn to second hand materials - this may explain why predominately second hand stores like 

The Diskery have seen an influx in young buyers. This observation highlights the difference in local 

identities (Kruse, 2010) and how adapting to these changes, or remaining part of it for a long period 

of time, is key to maintaining success.     
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Conclusion  

!
At the start of this investigation we aimed to deduce how, if at all, Birmingham’s local record stores 

related to the global statistics we see publicised in the media; from this we hoped to answer key 

questions surrounding such assumptions by meticulously analysing the data gathered through 

ethnographic observation, interviews and survey results.  

!
The main result we can take from the survey sample is that the majority of people do believe we are 

experiencing a vinyl resurgence and that those who buy it predominately use independent streams 

of purchase, with independent record stores being most popular. We can also suggest that despite 

free music being readily available and easy to access, most consumers between 18 - 30 years old 

will still purchase music in the popular digital format and the niche analogue format (Owen 

interviewed by author, 2016). 

!
The survey also tells us that online formats are the most popular among consumers, however while  

vinyl is less popular it has not fallen into decline as proven by the record stores improving sales 

(Scully interviewed by author, 2016). Survey results seemingly proving CDs decline are also 

challenged: The Polar Bear has flourished and continues to do so on CD sales, with vinyl resting as 

the minority format. Perhaps there are more hyperlocal communities that thrive on less publicised 

formats like CD and cassette (Arce, 2015).  While it does not directly relate to the main 

investigation it does raise questions to be explored in further research.     

!
Media driven views that we are in a “vinyl revival” (Fildes, 2016), from the data gathered, can also 

be said to be accurate. Of the two record stores that pre-date streaming, MP3 and CD, both 

confirmed that vinyl sales dropped through the 90’s, falling from dominant format to the residual, 
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then increased again over the last decade in a cycle Woodward and Bartmanski describe as 

“Triumph, downfall and renaissance” (2015).       

!
The results also show that, amongst the stores interviewed, while some remain sceptical of the 

music industries backing of vinyl (Scully interviewed by author, 2016), Andy Haddon (2016) 

confirmed there were initiatives in place to support independent retailers but was also cautious of 

the industries “short termism and unfailing ability to shoot itself in the head”; these views and 

comments expose a general mistrust of the music industry among independent retailers. To expand 

on this issue further auto-ethnographical observations and interviews could be carried out with 

managers and stockists at major companies like HMV and Tesco - the latter of which is now selling 

vinyl for the first time in history (Butler, 2015).      

!
While the revival statement is true the statistics we are shown in the media are less accurate. From 

the information gathered in the interviews, the sales figures generated by those local record stores 

dealing in second hand stock can be proven to not be accurately represented in global sales 

statistics: 

!
“Mainstream reports paint an incomplete picture suffering from a shortcoming of big 

industry perspective and broad brush vision of general media outlets: it barely registers 

what occurs below the official corporate radar. In this post-Fordist world much is happening 

in the independent spheres and secondary vinyl markets”  

(Woodward and Bartmanski, 2015, p.27-28)  

!
The scale of this misrepresentation is shown further in a study of Peter Runge’s pressing plant 

Optimal which sold over 25 million records between 2008-2012. A significant increase as the entire 
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period between 1999-2007 only sold 40 million records - it sells mainly to independent clients 

(Woodward and Barmanski, 2015, p.28, [fig1.2]). We can thus confirm, given the evidence, that 

vinyl is in fact more popular globally than figures suggest; stores like The Diskery  and The Polar 

Bear (and to a lesser extent Swordfish ) show that business can be sustained on second hand stock - 

figures of which do not feed into the wider global economy - and a loyal local community (De 

Raadt, 2002, p. 29) or within our “independently acting community sphere”.  

  

We also see how stores like Left For Dead can experience success too, however the business seems 

less reliant on community loyalty and is instead aided by carefully curated new stock, industry 

vinyl-specific initiatives and a geographical location naturally high in footfall (Fox, Postrel, and 

McLaughlin, 2007).   

!
Additional case studies could take place in various cities, interviewing a range of record stores. 

Greater knowledge as to how the statistics we see in documents like the Nielsen report (2015) are 

gathered could also improve this and future studies. Additional data concerning how internet buying 

factors into these published figures would also benefit a continuation of this research. 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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APPENDIX  

fig.1 Gender of respondents. 
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fig.2 Summary of music streaming habits 
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fig. 3 Summary of music streaming methods 
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fig.4 Summary of music downloading habits 
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fig.5 (Thompson, 2015) Change in music sales and streams  
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fig.6 Summary of music downloading methods 
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fig.7 Summary of CD consumption habits 
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fig.8 Summary of CD consumption methods 
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fig.9 Summary of vinyl consumption habits 
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fig.10 Summary of vinyl consumption methods 
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fig.11 Summary on opinions of quality 
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fig.12 Opinions on vinyl popularity in the last 5 years 
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!
fig.13 Full transcript of email correspondence  !!
From: kbh1991@hotmail.com!
To: left_for_dead@outlook.com!
Subject: Re: Dissertation Project Questions!
Date: Tue, 15 Mar 2016 10:34:47 +0000!!
Thank	you!	!
The	ques.ons	can	be	found	below,	just	answer	as	honestly	and	accurately	as	possible.		!!
How	long	has	this	store	been	trading	vinyl?	
LeA	For	Dead	has	stocked	vinyl	from	its	incep.on	in	2013.	!
What	kind	of	vinyl	do	you	sell?	
All	of	the	records	are	brand	new.	We	don't	stock	second	hand.	We	carry	all	genres,	although	I	make	
it	a	rule	that	we	only	stock	records	we	like	and	by	ar.sts	we	admire.	This	way	the	range	feels	
curated	and	LeA	For	Dead	has	a	clear	iden.ty.	We	do	not	compromise.	For	example,	One	Direc.on	
released	a	limited	edi.on	10"	for	Record	Store	Day	last	year.	We	could	have	shiAed	hundreds	but	
we	don't	stock	OD	at	any	other	.me	of	the	year	so	why	stock	it	on	RSD?	I'd	rather	go	broke	than	
compromise	LeA	For	Dead's	integrity.	My	bank	manager	thinks	I'm	an	idiot.	!
What	is	your	predominant	consumer	demographic?	
Our	vinyl	buying	customers	are	predominantly	men	aged	between	20-65.	There	is	a	growing	
number	of	women	aged	20-35	buying	records.	The	price	of	new	records	is	prohibi.ve	for	anyone	
without	disposable	income,	which	means	that	its	very	difficult	for	teenagers	to	engage	with	the	
format	unless	they	buy	from	charity	shops.	Typically,	a	new	record	will	cost	around	£18-£20.	!!
Why	the	store	name	“LeA	For	Dead”?		
I named the shop with irony in mind. In general use, the phrase 'left for dead' means to abandon something 
because there is no hope for it. I thought this was appropriate given the mass media's constant proclamations 
of the vinyl records decline in the face of downloading and digital progress. 	!
What	was	the	reason	behind	the	Birmingham	stores	closure?		
LeA	For	Dead	becoming	a	prophecy	rather	than	an	ironic	comment	haha!	The	Custard	Factory	in	
Digbeth	simply	isn't	set	up	for	retail;	foo^all	is	notoriously	poor.	The	shop	was	doing	well	in	spite	of	
its	loca.on,	not	because	of	it.	LeA	For	Dead	was	based	at	the	Custard	Factory	for	20	months.	In	
that	.me	I	saw	over	20	retail	businesses	relocate	or	go	bust.	I	had	a	two	year	lease	and	decided	
that	the	business	couldn't	grow	if	I	remained	where	I	was.	It	was	a	tough	decision	to	make	but	I'm	
very	happy	I	made	it.	Unfortunately,	the	rent	and	rates	in	Birmingham	are	sky	rocke.ng	so	I	moved	
out	of	the	city	altogether.	LeA	For	Dead	opened	in	Shrewsbury	in	June	2015.	!
How	do	you	trade	now	and	why?		
LeA	For	Dead	has	an	online	presence	but	the	majority	of	custom	is	through	good	old	fashioned	
bricks	and	mortar	retail	at	our	new	shop	in	Shrewsbury.	I've	found	it	difficult	to	trade	online	and	
maintain	a	healthy	margin.	Online	customers	expect	free	postage	and	packaging	and	once	you	
factor	that	into	your	pricing,	your	margin	is	so	slim	its	hardly	worth	it.		
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!
How	do	you	acquire	your	vinyl	stock?		
One	of	the	myths	perpetuated	by	lazy	journalism	is	that	the	record	companies	stopped	making	
records.	That	was	never	the	case,	although	in	the	late	90's	there	was	a	conscious	effort	to	drive	
customers	toward	the	CD	format.	This	was	purely	an	economical	decision;	CDs	are	very	easy	to	
mass	produce	so	the	record	companies	(and	the	record	shops)	could	make	huge	margin	on	CDs.	
Record	companies,	labels,	ar.sts	and	retailers	made	an	obscene	amount	of	money	during	the	late	
90's	&	early	2000's.	It	was	only	with	the	emergence	of	the	internet	and	streaming/download	
technology	that	the	money	dried	up.		Anyway,	all	of	our	records	come	from	the	record	companies	
like	they	always	have.		!
Have	you	seen	a	change	in	vinyl	sales	figures	in	the	last	5	years?	If	so,	what	change?		
Vinyl	sales	have	been	rising	year	on	year	for	the	last	10	years	more	or	less.	With	increased	demand	
the	record	labels	have	realised	that	pujng	out	new	releases		on	CD	and	vinyl	makes	sense.	I	would	
say	that	around	90%	of	new	releases	are	now	available	on	vinyl.	In	addi.on,	the	limited	colour	
edi.ons,	download	codes,	CD	copies	included	in	the	package	all	add	to	the	overall	appeal	of	the	
vinyl	format.		
Personally	I	do	believe	that	sales	will	plateau	in	the	next	couple	of	years.	As	I	men.oned	above,	
pricing	is	prohibi.ve	to	the	teenage	market.		!
In	the	the	last	10	years?	If	so,	what	change?	
See	above.	Also,	mass	media	repor.ng	has	done	a	U-turn	over	the	last	10	years.	With	the	evolu.on	
of	downloading	and	file	sharing	sites	the	lazy	mass	media	spouted	loads	of	rubbish	about	the	
demise	of	the	pre-recorded	format,	whether	CD	or	vinyl,	and	generally	people	believe	whatever	
they	hear	or	read.	So	ten	years	ago	whenever	I	told	people	what	I	did	for	a	living	the	first	thing	
they'd	say	rather	glumly	"Oh	dear,	I	bet	downloading	has	affected	you".	By	contrast,	when	I	tell	
people	now,	they	say	enthusias.cally	"Ooo	yes,	vinyl's	making	a	come	back	isn't	it!"	!
What	is	your	core	interest	in	vinyl?	
As	long	as	it's	good	we'll	stock	it.	Buying	trends	vary	geographically.	AT	HMV	in	the	90's	we	carried	
out	studies	and	mapped	genres	based	on	geographic	sales	data.	As	far	as	the	LeA	For	Dead	'brand'	
is	concerned	I	like	to	carry	new	music	as	well	as	classic	and	'essen.al'	releases.	!
Do	you	favour	par.cular	kinds	of	vinyl	(eg	singles,	collectors	edi.ons,	coloured)?	Why?	
One	of	the	ways	the	industry	supports	independent	retailers	is	a	growing	trend	towards	the	indie-
only	release;	a	limited	edi.on	variant	that	only	independents	can	order.	With	the	popularity	of	
vinyl	at	the	moment,	supermarkets	like	Tesco	have	started	carrying	a	range	of	records.	Like	most	of	
the	other	non-grocery	products	they	sell,	these	are	loss-leaders,	oAen	sold	at	zero	margin.	The	
indie-only	releases	help	combat	this.	Personally	I	doubt	that	anyone	who	regularly	buys	their	
records	in	an	independent	would	bother	to	buy	a	record	from	Tesco.	Again,	the	people	at	Tesco	
have	obviously	read	the	media	reports	on	the	'rise	of	vinyl'	and	jumped	on	board.	!
What	do	you	consider	to	be	the	biggest	threat	to	the	business	in	the	present	climate?	
See	above.	Also,	the	music	industries	short	termism	and	its	unfailing	ability	to	shoot	itself	in	the	
head	at	every	opportunity.	!
What	have	been	the	biggest	threats	to	vinyl	business	in	past	climates?	
New	formats,	consumer	apathy	and	the	above.	!
I	get	a	lot	of	people	coming	in	LeA	For	Dead	enquiring	about	vinyl	with	the	automa.c	assump.on	
(again	based	on	lazy	journalism)	that	a	vinyl	record	sounds	bener	than	a	CD,	irrespec.ve	of	what	
you	play	it	on.	This	is	definitely	not	the	case.	The	popularity	of	affordable	budget	record	players	
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means	that	people	are	listening	to	vinyl	records	on	equipment	with	inferior	sound	quality	to	your	
average	CD	player.		Personally,	I'm	concerned	that	there	will	be	people	buying	vinyl	based	on	the	
assump.on	that	they	have	superior	sound	to	a	CD	and	then	play	it	on	a	budget	record	player	and	
wonder	what	all	the	fuss	is	about.	Of	course,	if	people	are	buying	second	hand	records	from	
charity	shop	bargain	bins	then	superior	sound	quality	is	probably	the	last	thing	on	their	mind.	!
Do	you	have	an	online	presence?	If	so,	to	what	extent?	
See	above.	!
If	not,	why?	!
Do	you	engage	with	digital	music	or	streaming	sites	as	well	as	vinyl?	
Only	on	social	media	to	promote	physical	product	I	sell.	!
Do	you	sell	other	formats	other	than	vinyl?	Why?	
We	stock	CD	(s.ll	selling	well	in	Shrewsbury),	books,	prints	and	other	interes.ng	ephemera.		
CD	sales	are	keeping	pace	with	vinyl	sales	here,	unlike	in	the	Birmingham	branch,	where	CD	
accounted	for	only	10%	of	overall	sales.	I	think	this	is	because	the	age	group	in	Shrewsbury	is	
significantly	older	and	there	is	heavier	foo^all	&	far	more	'casual'	buyers	in	the	new	loca.on.	!
What	do	you	perceive	to	be	the	major	selling	point	of	your	record	store?	
Our	range,	our	customer	service	and	our	pricing.		!
Any	interes.ng	anecdotes	you’ve	acquired	since	working	in/owning	a	record	shop?	
I've	worked	in	record	shops	for	25	years	so	I've	got	a	few	stories.	Perhaps	the	most	per.nent	and	
illustra.ve	of	the	above	is	this:	!
When	I	was	in	the	Custard	Factory	I	would	get,	at	least	a	dozen	.mes	a	day,	people	coming	into	the	
shop	to	ask	me	the	key	code	to	the	public	toilets.	
Now	I'm	Shrewsbury	I	get,	at	least	a	dozen	.mes	a	day,	people	coming	into	the	shop	to	buy	
something.	!
Do	you	take	part	in	any	special/	community	events?	
We	put	on	live	bands	in	the	shop.	Each	year	we	take	part	in	Record	Store	Day	which	is	a	globally	
organised	celebra.on	of	independent	record	shops.	I	highly	recommend	you	visit	a	couple	of	shops	
on	the	16th	April	to	see	this	for	yourself.	!
How	do	you	determine	the	price	of	items?	
Retail	prices	are	calculated	by	the	margin	we	make.	Some	of	the	record	labels	are	very	helpful.	
Some	of	the	larger	music	companies	are	not.	I	make	it	a	point	to	pass	our	discounts	onto	the	
customer.	!!
All	the	best,		!!!
Kris.an	Birch-Hurst	!
FREQUENCY	MEDIA	!!
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